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Assessing Experience

• Have they worked in a music library before?
• If yes, ask what they did in the past and build from there. 

Often, you will have a current or recently graduated music 
student, they will have music experience but maybe not 
enough that they can be thrown into the deep end

• If no, assess their orchestral music experience. At the very 
least, a volunteer will have some general knowledge of 
library function. 

• An easy introduction to library is unstuffing programs and 
filing away music. This will get volunteers familiar with 
score order, proper filing procedures and 
post-performance procedures. 



Most basic skills for 
success

• Standard practices

• Stack organization

• How are sets filed away? Last name? Collection 
number?

• Are scores filed with sets or separately?

• Are there different collections?

• Post-performance filing procedures

• How is music ordered when being filed away after a 
concert?

• Are scans made of post-performance bowings?

• What is done differently with rental set v. owned sets?

• What information is kept with the set v. what is filed 
elsewhere?



The Next Level• Once interest and confidence has been established you 
can move on to larger tasks. This will mostly have to do 
with each library's needs. 
• Administrative
• Catalogue and maintenance
• Part preparation

• This is also where you can establish specialty skills like 
manuscripting, editing software, etc. and assign projects 
accordingly.



Administrative
• Music check-ins

• Scanning

• Practice part prep

• Rental returns and shipping

Goals:

• Becoming comfortable with the redundancy in library 
work

• Detail orientation

• Rental company and publisher familiarization

• General rhythm of library processes during season



Part prep• good old bowing and page turns 
• part repair, line work and inserts
• score and part making
• errata work*

Goals

• Neatness of manuscripting and attention to fine detail

• Time and project management on a personal level

*errata work is a layered skill and can be approached as 
such



Cataloguing and 
maintenance

• music filing
• stack maintenance (labeling and storage)
• maintenance projects
• cataloguing 

• physical 
• database maintenance

Goals:
• Stack familiarity 
• Major skill refinement
• Granular information gathering



Further Reading For 
the 

Prospective Librarian,

• Beginner resources page on MOLA website is a good place 
to start

• If they appear serious, I really recommend The Music 
Performance Library by Girsberger and Lake

• Public resources available on the MOLA page

   



For librarians, • The Modern Manager podcast
• Woman run podcast that provides mini guides for 

each episode

• Ask a Manager blog 
• Such a great resource 

for researching and crowdsourcing answers about a di
fficult position in the library world

• Project Management for Dummies

• For creating manageable workflows and drilling down 
each task  

https://themodernmanager.com/miniguides-list/
https://www.askamanager.org/
https://www.dummies.com/article/business-careers-money/business/project-management/project-management-for-dummies-cheat-sheet-208004/

